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Neuroprotective Surgical Technology



Surgeon Testimonials:

LED Indicator Light
Provides continuous visual 
confirmation that stimulus is 
being delivered

Sterile, Ready  
to Use Packaging
No advance preparation 
by OR staff required; 
allows for restocking 
option if not used

Selective Amplitude Switch  
(0.5mA, 1.0mA & 2.0mA)
Adjust stimulus desired for 
precise, highly individual nerve 
stimulation and localization

Built-in Power Supply
Self-contained batteries 
eliminate the need for 
external electrical connection; 
no cables in the sterile field

Ergonomic,  
one-hand design
Easy to use, puts all of the 
controls in the surgeon’s hands

Made in the USA

Biphasic Waveform
Generation of biphasic 
waveform for safe and 
continuous nerve activation 
for as long as the stimulation 
probe is applied

Advanced Electronic 
Circuitry
Performs continuous circuit 
and software checks insuring 
reliable stimulus parameters 
are delivered and maintained

Features

A New Standard for Intra-operative Nerve Protection
Checkpoint Head & Neck

 “Checkpoint has allowed me to consistently 
identify and reliably confirm the integrity of 
nerves during thyroid, parathyroid, parotid, and 
neck dissection and is an indispensable part of 
my surgical toolkit.” 

Ho-Sheng Lin, MD, FACS, Professor Department of Otolaryngology 
- Head and Neck Surgery Wayne State University School of Medicine 
and Karmanos Cancer Institute Chief, Section of Otolaryngology, 
Department of Surgery John D. Dingell VA Medical Center

 “As a Maxillofacial Esthetic surgeon, it’s nice to 
have a disposable cost effective nerve 
stimulation device that allows maximum patient 
safety and surgeon satisfaction. Checkpoint 
has brought the OR to our surgery center!” 

Faisal A. Quereshy, MD, DDS, FACS, Associate Professor, 
Residency Director CWRU OMS, Visage Surgical Institute -  
Medical Director

 “Checkpoint has proven to be a valuable and 
reliable tool to locate and protect branches of 
the facial nerve, especially in the multiply 
operated patient. The device takes the 
guesswork out of the surgery.” 

Dale Baur, DDS, Chair Department of OMF Surgery - School of 
Dental Medicine, Chief of OMF Surgery – Case Western Reserve 
University Hospital

 “Checkpoint has allowed me to exactly control 
the energy output of the stimulator in the 
surgical field, and thus lets me precisely 
modulate the stimulation based on the  
nerve size and the degree of scarring.” 

Babak Larian, MD, Division Chief, Otolaryngology at Cedars-Sinai. 
Assistant clinical professor of surgery at the David Geffen School of 
Medicine at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)
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Common Reasons  
Surgeons Utilize  
This Form of  
Nerve Protection:
>  Prevalent form of intra-operative  

nerve protection

>  Provides continuous nerve monitoring

Common Reasons Surgeons Do Not:
>  Significant capital expense plus disposables  

for each procedure

>  May require additional personnel to operate  
and relay or interpret feedback

>  Requires advance scheduling and set-up

>  May be unavailable when needed

Checkpoint  
Head & Neck Delivers
>  Surgeon controlled nerve protection

>  Easy to use

>  No other personnel required

>  No capital expense required

>  Always available and ready for use

>  No set-up required prior to use

>  Prospective nerve location  
and mapping

>  Unambiguous visible feedback  
of tetanic muscle contractions

Console-Based Intra-Operative  
 Nerve Monitoring?

A New Standard for Intra-operative Nerve Protection
Checkpoint Head & Neck:

Is your current solution...



Common Reasons Surgeons Utilize  
This Form of Nerve Protection: 
>  Low cost, readily available nerve verifications

Common Reasons Surgeons Do Not:
>  Cannot elicit tetanic muscle contraction –  

only simple muscle “twitch”

>  Must be directly on nerve to elicit response

>  Any impedance may alter response

>  Brief tapping contact with nerve only

>  Diminished nerve response after limited use

>  Limited stimulation parameter options

Checkpoint  
Head & Neck Delivers
>  Elicits sustained tetanic muscle  

contractions – clear visible feedback

>  Can stimulate nerves & muscles  
without direct nerve contact

>  Allows surgeon to stimulate nerve 
repeatedly and continuously without 
diminished response

>  Continuously variable adjustable 
stimulation settings allow for  
localization and testing of nerve  
and muscle function

>  Extensive stimulation setting options 
for greater control and precision

>  Facilitates nerve location at varying 
depths and through surrounding tissue

>  Micro-circuitry ensures safe and  
reliable stimulus 
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A New Standard for Intra-operative Nerve Protection
Checkpoint Head & Neck:

Direct Current Stimulators?
Is your current solution...



Common Reasons  
Surgeons Utilize This Form  
of Nerve Protection:
>  No additional cost or equipment to complete procedure

Common Reasons Surgeons Do Not:
>  Neuroprotective techniques becoming standard of care1

>  Nerve complications not readily or immediately  
apparent during procedure

>  Increased risk of iatrogenic nerve injury

>  Increased liability exposure for iatrogenic nerve injury 

>  Extensive dissection may be required to visualize nerves

>  Uncertainty regarding nerve location and integrity

1.  Gidwani S, The Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery, Vol 91-B, No.2, Feb 09. Morris LFT, Ziff DJS DeLacure MD. Malpractice litigation after surgical 
injury of the spinal accessory nerve.  Arch Otolaryngol Head & Neck Surg 2008; 134(1): 102-7. 2008.

Checkpoint  
Head & Neck Delivers
>  Allows for uninterrupted nerve  

stimulation without diminishing 
response over time

>  Cost-effective – Readily available  
as needed

>  Greater confidence with clear  
visual evidence of nerve location  
and integrity

>  May limit extent of dissection  
needed to locate nerves

3Your Eyes & Your Hands?
Is your current solution...
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The Checkpoint line of products are state-of-the-art, hand-held nerve 
stimulators that help surgeons make better “real time” intra-operative 

decisions with confidence.

Videos and Other Information
For additional information and surgical videos visit checkpointsurgical.com.

To schedule a trial or to place an order, contact Checkpoint Surgical:
Toll-free: 877.478.9106
Local: 216.378.9107
Fax: 216.378.9116
Email: info@checkpointsurgical.com

The Checkpoint Stimulator is a single-use, sterile device intended to provide electrical stimulation of exposed motor nerves or 
muscle tissue to locate and identify nerves and to test nerve and muscle excitability. Do not use this Stimulator when paralyzing 
anesthetic agents are in effect, as an absent or inconsistent response to stimulation may result in inaccurate assessment of 
nerve and muscle function. For a complete list of warnings and precautions regarding the use of the Stimulator please see 
www.checkpointsurgical.com.

Checkpoint Surgical, LLC 22901 Millcreek Blvd., Suite 110 Cleveland, Ohio 44122

Checkpoint Head & Neck is engineered to provide useful intra-operative feedback regarding the location, 
identification and excitability of nerves and muscles for surgeons in these types of procedures:

 Thyroidectomy

  Parotidectomy

  Modified Neck Dissection

  Facial Trauma Reconstruction

  Facial Re-Animation

  Facial Nerve Exploration & Repair

  Mandibular Tumor Resection

  Submandibular Gland Resection

  Temporomandibular Joint Replacement

The Checkpoint Head & Neck

The Checkpoint

Any procedure where nerve identification & protection in the head & neck is needed


